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European Integration School was initiated in 2005 by Kosovo Foundation 
for Open Society (KFOS) and implemented by Kosovar Civil Society 
Foundation (KCSF). 

The School provides information on European Union (EU) and Kosovo’s 
European integration process in a form of capacity building program on 
the history, institutional set-up, legal framework, policies and processes 
in the EU, the role of Europe as a global factor, and the future of the 
region within the European integration process, with a special focus on 
Kosovo - EU relations. 

The overall goal of the School is to prepare the Kosovar society to meet 
the challenges of European Integration process by raising the level of 
knowledge and awareness on European issues and to promote European 
values throughout the society. This goal has been largely achieved 
among participants, thus making them willing to transfer the acquired 
knowledge to their work in various sectors, such as public 
administration, civil society, media, businesses, professional 
organizations, international organizations, etc. This school has more 
than 13 years of existence, with over 1100 graduates.



What former participants say:

Each year, the program welcomes participants from diverse professional backgrounds. Read 

about their experiences below.

“EIS was an extremely informative, enjoyable and above all valuable program and I look 

forward to putting some of the techniques I've learned into practice.”         

   Njomza Salihi

“EIS had a major impact on my knowledge and understanding of the EU. The information 

absorbed during the program will be of a great importance in my professional engagements.”

Ardian Nikolla

The program aims to address the need for involvement and contribution by the society to 
the European integration process in Kosovo. In order to respond to the diverse needs, the 
program offers a range of activities including:

Crash Course: “EU in 1 day”

Open lecturers

Thematic workshops



Crash Course: “EU in 1 day”

Throughout one (1) day, participants from various sectors are provided a crash course with general 

information on the EU, which serves as an orientation tool to pursue other capacity building 

programs on EU related subjects, as well as a recall of EU setup, institutions and its functioning. 

The crash course also brings updates on the most recent developments of Kosovo’s EU integration 

process.

Topics discussed

           • European Union

 • History of EU 

 • European integration process and enlargement

 • EU institutions set up and mechanisms of decision-making 

 • Recent developments in the EU and the future of the EU

            • Kosovo and the EU

 • European integration structures in Kosovo and their role

 • EU policy in relation to Kosovo and its presence in Kosovo

 • Importance of Communication in the European integration process

Audience
The crash course is intended for anyone interested in expanding his/her knowledge on EU affairs.

Language
The crash course is held in Albanian language.

Price
The crash course is free of charge for all participants.

Certificate of Attendance 
Upon completion of this training, participants will be issued a certificate of attendance and benefit 

from the EIS Alumni Network, who are regularly informed about various activities and 

opportunities on EU affairs.



Open lecturers

Open lectures bring to participants a more interesting dimension of developments in the EU 

affairs. These lectures are held by well-known local and international experts, who bring their 

extensive experience and present their own perspectives about current dynamics or issues that 

closely affect Kosovo’s EU path.

Audience
The lectures are intended for anyone interested in expanding his/her knowledge on EU affairs.

Language
The lectures are held in English, Albanian and Serbian language. Simultaneous translation offered 

free of charge.

Price
The lectures are free of charge for all participants.



Thematic workshops

Thematic workshops are primarily dedicated to interest groups, with the aim of offering a platform 

for discussions and proposing effective solutions to contribute to Kosovo’s European integration. 

In order to acquire a deeper and more substantial dimension of challenges faced on our European 

path, and in particular the Stabilization and Association Agreement, workshops will focus on a 

topic that will be elaborated from its practical point of view by renowned regional or international 

experts. The characteristic of the thematic workshops is that they are designed depending on the 

composition of the group, and the delivery is carried out in cooperation with profiled CSOs in the 

respective field.

Audience
The workshops are designed for:

 • Media

 • CSOs

 • Businesses

Language
The workshops are held in Albanian language and simultaneous translation will be provided for 

Serbian and English language.

Price
The workshops are free of charge for all participants.



Contact us:
European Integration School (EIS)

Kosovar Civil Society Foundation (KCSF)

www.shkollaeuropiane.org

www.kcsfoundation.org

Address:  Musa Tolaj, Lam A, H1, Floor.12, no. 65-1

Lakrishte, 10000 Prishtina, Kosovo

Phone: +383 38 600 633, +383 38 600 644 

E-mail: info@shkollaeuropiane.org
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